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ABSTRACT
Simple negligence can be a fatal impact. The threat of cyber in 2017 is feeble, and
it starts from “wanna cry” until “nopetya” that the impact is relatively weak. The
public also feels the threat of cybercrime even in many countries who have become the
target of cyber-war, the society became the most disadvantaged. Cybercrimes have an
impact on the National Security, financial loss and consumer confidence. Therefore, in
the middle of the more high dependency, man will use information technology,
cybersecurity must be the primary priority for a state. The Indonesian people still
believe that only the information is available on the internet. Even though the
information may unnecessarily is accurate. The results of a survey conducted by the
CIGI Ipsos in 2016 released in 2017 shows that 65 percent of Indonesia receives the
information is available on the internet without filtering the first.
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Consumer Confidence.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Penetrate the borders now feels closer, so that the time to explore specific destinations is the
faster. It may be called with the era where everyone can penetrate the space and time more
quickly and easily [1], [2]. the Internet is a leading cause of this. The term Internet define as
the collection of millions of computers that provide a network of electronic connections
between the computers [3]–[6]. The Internet has developed into an essential channel for
product purchase and orientation [7]–[11]. It is not surprising if the development of the
internet in countries such as the United States, the United Kingdom, Germany, and the
Netherlands have made the internet as media or the favorite marketing channels [12]–[14].
In addition to the sales of the product will be more easily and consumers can access more
affordable to consumer goods, there is also the negative side from e-shopping that cause
potential "fraud victimization." Each internet users have the risk of facing the dark side of the
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internet called cybercrime. The term cybercrime defined as an act committed or omitted in
violation of a law forbidding or commanding it and for which punishment is imposed upon
conviction [3]. Other words represent the cybercrime as the Criminal activity directly related
to the use of computers, specifically illegal trespass into the computer system or database of
another, manipulation or theft of stored or online data, or sabotage of equipment and data
[15]–[17]. During the year 2016, costly cybercrime grade globally reach USD 450 billion.
That figure could continue to rise when the netizen, especially in a large city that many related
to the business world and the government still has a low cyber awareness. Simple negligence
can be fatal. The threat of cyber along 2017 is feeble, and it starts from wanna cry until
nopetya that the impact is relatively weak. The public also began to feel the threat of
cybercrime grade even in many countries who have become the target of war cyber; the
society became the most disadvantaged.
In the middle of the more high dependency man will use information technology, security
cyber of course must be the primary priority countries, before the more significant loss befell
Indonesia. Based on a survey conducted by security institutions cyber CISSReC 2017, the
level of consciousness cyber internet users in Indonesia is still considered low [18]. In the
case of wanna cry, for example, societies tend to be ignorant of merely a proposal for the
government to set up on a personal computer or laptop powered Windows. The case of hacker
website Telkomsel and tiket.com is a small part of the example of the low-security level cyber
in Indonesia. Should be from both the case can be made the lessons as well as a warning that
the threat of cybercrime grade at in Indonesia is in front of the eye. The invaluable loss can
occur when hacker successfully targets and paralyze critical object a country, including
government service system, emergency service, the oil and gas reserves, finance and banking,
transportation, telecommunications electrical energy, and irrigation system.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1. Cyber-Criminals
The Internet space or cyberspace is growing very fast and as the cyber crimes. Some of the
kinds of Cyber-criminals are mentioned as;


Crackers: These individuals are intent on causing loss to satisfy some antisocial motives or
just for fun. Many computer virus creators and distributors fall into this category.



Hackers: These individuals explore others' computer systems for education, out of curiosity, or
to compete with their peers. They may be attempting to gain the use of a more powerful
computer, gain respect from fellow hackers, build a reputation, or gain acceptance as an expert
without formal education.



Pranksters: These individuals perpetrate tricks on others. They do not intend any particular or
long-lasting harm.



Career criminals: These individuals earn part or all of their income from crime, although they
Malcontents, addicts, and irrational and incompetent people: "These individuals extend from
the mentally ill do not necessarily engage in crime as a full-time occupation. Some have a job,
earn a little and steal a little, then move on to another job to repeat the process. In some cases,
they conspire with others or work within organized gangs such as the Mafia.



Cyber terrorists: There are many forms of cyber terrorism. Sometimes it is a rather smart
hacker breaking into a government website, other times it is just a group of like-minded
Internet users who crash a website by flooding it with traffic. No matter how harmless it may
seem, it is still illegal to those addicted to drugs, alcohol, competition, or attention from others
to the criminally negligent.
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Cyber bulls: Cyberbullying is any harassment that occurs via the Internet. Vicious forum
posts, name calling in chat rooms, posting fake profiles on websites, and mean or cruel email
messages are all ways of cyberbullying.



Salami attackers: Those attacks are used for the commission of financial crimes. The key here
is to make the alteration so insignificant that in a single case it would go completely
unnoticed, e.g., a bank employee inserts a program into bank„s servers, which deducts a small
amount from the account of every customer.

Meanwhile, cyber attacks the giant scale using the device hacker has attacked some
institutions and organizations in the world. Related authorities in various countries have been
trying to keep the network secure their computers by renewing the system from possible
attacks hacker [19]–[21] Hacker groups are known as "The Shadow Brokers" claim to have
stolen the appliance hacker and release of online. Some experts say the attacks likely have
done to exploit the weakness of the Microsoft system that has been identifying and given the
name EternalBlue NSA [22]–[24] The appliance hacker belongs to NSA then stolen a group
of hackers who call themselves as The Shadow Brokers, who then try to sell it in an online
auction. However, they then make the tools that are available freely. The hacker said they
publish the password as "protest" against US President Donald Trump policy. During the
number of cybersecurity experts has said that the attacking hacker is real, but it is
unconsidered too frightening. Microsoft has released a system to cover the weakness of
hacker attacks, but it could not be applied because it is not all system to perform an update
[25]–[27].
Many organizations realize the needs of cyber security strategy will be capable of dealing
with the risks that threaten their business. According to research from the System Engineer
Web Fraud Protection (2016) stated that there is five cyber threat which is the most common
for online business [28], [29].

2.2. Malware
Malware is the most frequently used criminals around the world to get access to the system
and confidential data. In business online, operating mode is often were introduced into the
regulatory e-commerce site to steal the data customers [30]–[32].

2.3. Application Attacks
Using the credentials and stolen information attacks are capable of targeting the
vulnerabilities in a web application, especially on the site e-commerce and banking. Usually,
the customer will be directed to a false web site that can suck up the personal information.
This is the data that is often used by cybercriminals [33]–[35].

2.4. Botnet Attacks
This is a quite sophisticated scheme. To take advantage of the brute force attacks and
algorithm and sophisticated botnet cybercriminals attempting to steal various data transaction
belongs to the sacrifice, and selleth online [36]–[38].

2.5. Threat from the Company
The threat to the company itself also many happened. Access to the site of the company that is
not so safe makes it easier for criminals to access a variety of data the secret of the company
through the account of the employees [39]–[42].
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2.6. Invasion of Traffic
Type of attack through high traffic is often used cyber-criminals to make a web network
system overwhelmed. This type of attack is the most common done cybercriminals [43]–[45].

3. DISCUSSION
3.1. Impact of Cybercrimes
As reported the BBC Indonesia, Microsoft has released a special tool to prevent hacker attack,
but haven t been because many systems that may not be updated. The report appears to
mention hacker attack was hit 99 countries including the UK, USA, China, Russia, Spain, and
Italy. The security company virtual world, Avast, said that he had seen the attack cyber as
many as 75,000 cases in the whole world. They mention the attack named WCry or
WannaCry.
Many researchers say that the incident this cyber attacks seems to be related to each other,
but this possibility is not coordinated attacks against a specific target. Who is affected by the
attack? The Ministry of Health in the UK and Scotland seems including institutions are
reported to be affected by the most severe cyber attacks. Hacker attack appears in the
computer through email and network, if opened will lock all files in the computer network. As
a result of this attack, some activities in the hospital in England and Scotland should be
suspended or canceled. Some reports say Russia is one of the most epic from this cyber
attacks compared to other countries. The ministry in the land of Russia said it had localized
the virus following the attacks on a personal computer using the Windows operating system.
Many community members have been uploading photos of the screen their computers that
the epic hacker attack, including local train ticket machine in Germany and the computer
laboratory at a university in Italy. Some of the companies in Spain, including
telecommunication company Telefonica themes and power company Iberdrola, feel the
impact of cyber attacks. There is a report which stated that the staff in some companies are
told to turn off their computer. The company telecom Portugal, shipping company FedEx, as
well as the second largest mobile phone network in Russia also claim that they had been
impacted.

3.2. Impact of the Financial Loss
Nowadays Indonesia increased financial cybercrime and troubling, based on data from the
Norton by Symantec in Indonesia in January 2015 until February 2016, recorded financial
losses due to crime cyber reached Rp 7.6 million people per sacrifice and by the total loss in
Indonesia reached Rp 194,6 billion. While based on data Central Bank, in 2007 the number of
complaints customers who are victims of fraud by bank transfer as much as 2.558 cases with
the value of fraud worth Rp3.4 billion. While in 2008, the number of complaints reached
6.347 cases with the value of fraud Rp19,4 billion, and 2009 as much as 6498 cases with the
value of Rp62,9 billion. While 2010 until the first semester reached 694 cases with the value
of Rp954 million, even the funds can be more substantial because usually the bank less
transparent (closed) to communicate to the public and regulators because it is associated with
the effect of the image of the banks. Besides, PwC survey titled Global Economic Crime
Survey (2014), with involving as many 5.128 respondents from 95 countries interviewed
between August and October 2013, found as much as 37 percent of respondents said they
never become victims of economic crimes, three percent increases this figure from data 2011
and 56 percent of financial crimes involving the internal company.
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3.3. Impact on Consumer Confidence
Cyber Crime create each of the average compensation USD 358 or total approximately USD
150 billion. So the findings of the Norton Cybersecurity Insights Report (2015), which
highlighted the bitter reality of crime online and personal effects on consumers in 17 countries
[11]. This report found that globally, 62 percent of consumers believe that the credit card
information they will be stolen online, and 38 percent of respondents think that they will lose
the credit card information from their wallets. Also, 47 percent reported they never affected
by the impact of cybercrime. Shaken consumer confidence in the year 2014, when there is a
huge transgression which has never happened before that expose the identity of the millions
of people who only make routine purchases from retailers that already known, according to
Lowth, joined destabilized the trust of the community in online activities [46]. However, the
threat of cybercrime has not been encouraging the adoption of simple protection that must be
done to protect their information online
[8]. Most do not perform necessary actions online security: use passwords. When these
people too confident with the knowledge of security which they have to fear is the usual. As
many as eighty percents felt that the opportunity to become the victim of a crime online quite
significant for worried. According to a survey by Norton, victims of crime online the average
lost time 21 hours due to deal with the impact of cybercrime. More than half of the consumers
(60%), sure using WiFi more at risk than using the public toilet (40%).

3.4. Change the Habit of Internet Users
Excessive dependence on digital devices and the attitude of indifferent to the digital device
security to the attention of the main areas of cybersecurity is affected in Kaspersky
Cybersecurity Index. The latest survey Kaspersky Lab where is a number of the indicators
designed to reflect changes in the behavior of internet users and the risk that they face.
In the first half of 2017 (H1 2017), the Index shows that the user increasingly mobile user
even elderly also faced increasing danger online, and decrease the number of users who are
protected by a security solution. Based on the results of the survey online internet users
throughout the world, which is done twice a year by Kaspersky Lab. On H1 2017, a survey
conducted among 21.081 users from 32 countries, aged 16 or more. The research found that
the more modern users rarely use the computer for their online activities, but prefer to use
mobile devices.
As an example of an e-mail, where 78% users access account e-mail them from their
computer, the number is reduced from six months earlier that still reached 87%. 67% do so
from mobile devices they have increased 59 percent in the second half of the year 2016. The
number of users who use their mobile devices for shopping online has increased to 50% from
41 percent compared to the previous six months, while users were shopping online from the
computer experiencing a decline from 80% to 75%. This trend is observed in most types of
online activity is monitored in the index. In the last few years, the average number of devices
per household shows declined slightly-mainly due to the reduction in the number of
computers per household.

3.5. Impact of Changes in Habits
This can be associated with the fact that the user is increasingly using their mobile devices,
which often does not have the protection when compared to their computers. This is a
dangerous trend: users face risk when using mobile devices, and the more often they use it for
online activity, the higher the risks.
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This time Android users face ransomware program that can encrypt the user data on their
telephone in return for a ransom; malware that aims to steal money from mobile banking
application; and phishing web page that is designed to get the forbidden access to user
accounts, for example in social networking. Based on the report Kaspersky Lab shows that
every four (27%) respondents reported they had become victims of cybercriminals, in some
types of digital devices.
Elderly users (aged 55 or more) find themselves at risk of higher on H1 2017. While in H2
2016 only 12% users in the age that reported that they face the threat of online, on H1 has no
19% users who reported that they are dealing with some types of malware. Regardless of the
age and the work of a user, focus their digital life more switches to mobile devices - The user
trusts the secret files, confidential information, money and many other things into the mobile
devices belonging to them. However, the criminal's virtual world is not silent and alter their
tactics to more often offensive to the mobile platform.

3.6. The Merit of Digital Literacy
Indonesian people still believe that only the information that is available on the internet, even
though the information may be not necessarily valid. Quoting the results of a survey
conducted by the CIGI Ipsos in 2016 released on 2017. Contents, 65% of Indonesia
swallowed up the crude prices information is available on the internet. As information,
internet users in Indonesia based on the results of the study of the Association of Indonesian
Internet Service Provider in 2016 in numbers 132,7 million. While, CIGI-Ipsos derived
Canada cooperate with some institutions that take samples in 24 countries, including
Indonesia. From the results of the survey, 15 percent of society directly believe, 50 percent
believed, so there was a total of 65 percent who believe the information on the internet. This
is put Indonesia in a position to seven. 65 percent of the total internet users that 132 million,
believed that the information on the internet. This condition is hazardous if the digital literacy
does not follow it. See the condition of the government, in this case, the Ministry of
communication and information literacy increased in the digital community. The purpose can
overcome the harmful content such as hoax, radicalism, pornography and so on. The impact
of technology on literacy rate can cause delirium in the community where the content can be
in manufacturing, and it is dangerous. The form of digital literacy by the Government is done
with the collaboration and involvement of the Related Party, make the curriculum about
digital, community empowerment of the community that serves as a 'lanterns' in the
community until the cyber governance. At this time the high control but low literacy. Later,
when the high literacy low control, therefore control the most effective. At the time of the
exposed with negative content, they have been able to control themselves.

4. CONCLUSIONS
This manuscript is merely not only on the understanding of cybercrime but also explains the
impact of various levels of society [13]. It will help people to secure all information online
critical organization is not secure because of the cybercrime like that. The understanding of
the behavior of cybercrime and the impact of cybercrime on the community will help to know
how to resolve the adequate situation. The way to overcome this crime can be classified into
three categories: Cyber Law, education and policy-making. All of the above ways to handle
this cybercrime has very little important work or have nothing in many countries. The lack of
work is needed to improve the work that already exists or to set up a new paradigm for control
of cyber attacks.
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Cybercrime is the attack against the content, computer system and communication system
owned by other people or general in cyberspace. The phenomenon of cybercrime is quite
different from other crimes in general. Cybercrime can be done without know the territorial
boundaries and does not require direct interaction between the perpetrators with victims of
crime. Therefore, the integrated security system is needed to close the existence of these gaps
in illegal actions that harm. Personally, security can be done starting from the installation of
the system until finally toward the stage of physical security and data security. The
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) provides some essential
steps that must be done in every country in combating cybercrime be :


Do the modernization of national criminal law and the law of excellence.



Improve national computer network security system according to the international standards.



Improve the understanding and expertise of the legal enforcement apparatus about prevention
efforts, investigations and prosecution of matters related to cybercrime.



To increase the awareness of the citizens of the problem and the importance of preventing
cybercrime occurred.



Improve the intergovernmental cooperation, bilateral, regional and multilateral organizations
in the efforts of cybercrime handling.

The need for the support particular Institutions owned by the government and NGO (NonGovernment Organization), as an effort to tackle the crime on the internet. The United States
has the Computer Crime and Intellectual Property Section (CCIPS) as a specific division of
the U.S. The Ministry of Justice. This institution provides information about cybercrime,
making socialization intensively to the community as well as doing research on special
research in combating cybercrime.
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